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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • FEBRUARY 2017 

Happy New Year! I hope your Christmas/Hanukah season was a lot of fun and you were able to 
keep your wits about you on New Year’s Eve. Gloria and I immensely enjoyed family and its close 
proximity. 

This issue of Dispersals marks my 42nd as your Newsletter editor and Canadian Chair; now in my 
10th year, I’m creeping up on Hank Hastings’ service of 12. And what a wonderful education it’s 
been. I continue to expand my knowledge of the Second Tactical Air Force through research that 
proves valuable in articles for Dispersals. 

This issue features the 2nd TAF Order of Battle; and what a hugely successful organization it was! 
And yes, there was a 1st Tactical Air Force: more commonly known as the Desert Air Force, it was 
commanded by Air Chief Marshall Sir Arthur Tedder and Air Vice Marshall Arthur Coningham, 
supporting Gen Montgomery’s British 8th Army in North Africa and Italy. The lessons they learned 
there were proven in 1943’s Exercise Spartan (1-12 March), the largest war simulation ever held 
in Britain, which tested close air support for the army and resulted in the formation of 2nd TAF in 
June of ’43.

Bomber Command’s 2 Group (medium bombers) melded with Army Co-operation portions of 
Fighter Command to form 2nd TAF; the remainder of Fighter Command became Air Defense of 
Great Britain. And, as illustrated in the organizational charts herein, 2nd TAF became a separate 
command under Air Marshall Sir Arthur Coningham, which would support Gen Montgomery and 
the British 2nd and 1st Canadian Armies throughout Northwest Europe. 

I owe much to the information presented in ‘2nd Tactical Air Force’ by Christopher Shores & Chris 
Thomas; also to the ‘Historic Squadrons’ section of the Royal Air Force website and to ‘Dunsfold, 
Surrey’s Most Secret Airfield’ by Paul McCue.

There was also an RAF 3rd TAF; in South Asia, formed from the Tactical Air Force (Burma) in 
Dec ’43.

Our treasurers, Frank Perriam (UK) and Susan MacKenzie (Canada) remind us that membership 
dues/subs for 2017 are now due; please ensure your membership is up to date. Thank-you. 
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LAST POST 
FRED BING • WAG • 98 SQUADRON 

Fred Bing passed away suddenly 14 Nov 2016, at his home in 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia; he was 92 years of age. Fred is survived by 
sisters May, Jeanette, Pinkie, Dorothy, Irene and brothers Ed and 
Doug. Also mourning his passing are sons Robin and Darrell 
(Jennifer), 4 grandchildren and 3 great grandchildren. 

Born in Lethbridge, Alberta, Fred enjoyed a long, healthy life and was 
rarely ill for more than a few days. During WWII he enlisted in the 
RCAF, completed Wireless Operator/Air Gunner training at Calgary 
and by October 1943 was crewed up at No. 34 OTU Pennfield Ridge. 

In England, Fred and crewmates Cy Poissant, Peter Ryan and Paul 
Saumer (later replaced by George Olson) converted to B-25 Mitchells 

at No. 13 OTU, Finmere, Buckinghamshire and were then posted to 98 Squadron RAF at Dunsfold, 
Surrey on 06 Jul 44. They flew their first operation, a raid on fuel dumps at Chartres, France, on 
12 Jul 44. They would move to RAF B.58 Melsbroek, Belgium in Oct ’44 when that aerodrome 
was captured from the Germans. 

Fred made bonds with crewmates that lasted a lifetime; some memories too painful to remember 
and others he chose to never forget. 

After the war, Fred returned to the RCAF where he served another 20 years in his trade and passion, 
photography. He was a soft-spoken person with a wry sense of humour; was kind to others and 
received the same in return. 

Independent and living life his own way, Fred lived in his own condo and drove his own car right 
up to his passing. Cremation has taken place; a celebration of life was held in Bedford United 
Church on 29 Nov 2016. 

Fred will receive a military funeral in The National Military Cemetery in Ottawa in early summer, 
2017. 

      
 

Fred – Sep ’44 at RAF Dunsfold 
D. Poissant collection 
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RAY ROGERSON • PILOT • 98 SQUADRON 
Ray Rogerson died peacefully Sunday night, 04 December 2016 in his extended care home in 
Western Australia. 

He was born at Millendon, a suburb of Perth in Western Australia, where his parents settled after 
WWI. Ray’s father, Edward, had lived in Australia prior to that war and was among the first 
Western Australians to volunteer for the Australian Imperial Force. 

Ray spent his early working years as a railway employee in 
Western Australia. During WWII he enlisted the Royal 
Australian Air Force and his training at Clontarf, Cunderdin 
and Geraldton in Australia was followed by more at Windsor 
Great Park, Norfolk and Shropshire in the UK. 

He was flying Wellingtons when presented the opportunity to 
convert to Mitchells; he was posted to 98 Squadron at 
Melsbroek, Belgium and on 15 Dec 44 had his 98 Squadron 
introduction in a raid on the railway bridge at Zwolle with 
crewmates F/S Murray True (O), Sgt J. Nichol (WO/AG) and 
Sgt Doug Simpson (AG) in Mitchell II FW215 (VO-L). Ten 
days later, True was fatally injured by flak; he would be 
replaced by F/O André DeLimelette. Among other B-25s, Ray 
and crew flew 10 operations in Mitchell RAF serial FW218 

known as ‘Sneezy’ that completed 113 operations, second only to ‘Grumpy’ in total ops. Serving 
in 98 Squadron until the war’s end, Ray was part of the squadron’s last WWII operation, an attack 
on the rail centre at Itschen, Germany on 02 May 45. 

He trained as a draftsman after the war and it was while at that profession he met Gene, who would 
become his wife; together they raised two children, Geoff and Irene; and in the ‘50s and ‘60s, Ray 
regularly played first and second grade cricket at south Perth. An early retirement from the 
workaday world saw Ray and Gene thoroughly enjoy the cruising life. 

Ray was predeceased by Gene and is survived by son Geoffrey (June), daughter Irene (John) 
Kitching, and one grandson, Leigh Rogerson. 

 
    WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 

Ray (left) with André DeLimelette at 
Melsbroek, 1945.            Ray Rogerson photo 
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REEVERS WARBIRDS’ B-25 UPDATE 
Phil Buckley • Warbird News 

Reevers Warbirds, in Adelaide, Australia, moved its NAA B-25J Mitchell s/n 44-31508 from its 
long term storage in Port Adelaide to a new secure hangar at Parafield Airport in northern Adelaide 
over several weeks in October 2016. The aircraft fuselage, wings, engines, tail and other 
components were transported by Reevers using a Ute and for the larger sections a truck was hired. 
The first major airframe repair task that Reevers undertook was another clean-up of the interior 
and exterior of the fuselage. 

Warbirds News readers might remember the story of “Lucky Lady” [in Dispersals Aug 2015]. For 
more than a decade, a forlorn B-25J Mitchell 44-31508 has sat more or less abandoned and exposed 
to nature at an airfield in Franklin, Virginia. Many have tried in vain to do something positive to 
help the aircraft, but a complicated legal dispute has made doing so next to impossible for a very 
long time. And so the tired bomber has sat, slowly returning to the elements as the squabbling 
continued. Happily though, an 
Australian husband and wife 
team, whose warbird collection 
is known mysteriously as 
Reevers, has stepped in to give 
the tired warhorse, known 
ironically as “Lucky Lady,” a 
new lease on life.  

The nose art “Lucky Lady” 
was removed and by 
November, Reevers had the 
forward and mid fuselage and 
inner wing sections all rejoined 
so that the bomber could stand 
on its landing gear again. By 
mid-January 2017, the right hand engine has been installed with work progressing on the 
reattachment of the left engine as well as the rear fuselage and tail. Reevers is looking to fit out 
the cockpit with necessary components along with sourcing of new Perspex to replace that 
currently installed in the nose and cockpit areas. 

Reevers plans to repaint the aircraft in the colors worn by the Netherlands East Indies Air Force 
while operated by the Dutch 18 Squadron B-25 Mitchells, which flew out of Australia during 
WW2. Reevers wants to have the aircraft completed by early April 2017, to showcase the aircraft 
for a special invitation event, where surviving veterans from 18 Squadron and their families, 
dignitaries, and current military members from both Holland and Australia, as well as media may 
attend. 
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LANCASTER TO LAND AT TRENTON 
Ernst Kuglin • The Intelligencer/Trentonian • 16 Nov 2016 

QUINTE WEST - Two historic aircraft that flew missions over Europe during the closing months 
of the Second World War, will be united and displayed at the same museum. 
Little wonder staff at the National Air Force Museum of Canada in Trenton feel as if they’ve been 
walking on air this week. 

“There’s a huge wow factor to all of this,” said museum executive director Chris Colton. 
Turns out the museum will have some pretty hefty bragging rights to go along with that “wow” 
factor. 

By April 1, 2024 no other museum in the world will have fully restored Lancaster and Halifax 
bombers on display. “We’ll be one of a kind,” added Colton. 

 

The museum released news this week ownership of Lancaster KB 882 has been officially 
transferred to the museum from the City of Edmundston, NB. 

The Lancaster will be transported to the museum in 2017 where it will be meticulously restored in 
time for the Royal Canadian Air Force 100th anniversary in 2024. Colton has been working on the 
project for 10 years. 

“There was a Lancaster in Toronto and KB 882. I was working to get one of them. But this 
Lancaster has an amazing story to tell,” said Colton. 

Not only did KB 882 fly bombing missions over Europe, but it was reconfigured after the war for 
air reconnaissance. “It’s the last surviving Lancaster of its kind,” said Colton, adding the aircraft 
will be displayed in its current reconnaissance configuration. 

But that’s not the only thing that sets the Lancaster apart from other wartime birds on display. 
The Halifax and Lancaster KB 882 both flew missions during April, 1945. To have two aircraft on 
display that flew missions at the same time is a rarity in the museum business. 
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“It’s pretty amazing. They are being reunited,” said Colton, adding museum staff will research to 
see if both aircraft flew on the same day. 

“We do know the Lancaster flew six missions in April, 1945,” said Colton. 
Lancaster KB 882 has been displayed in Edmundston for more than 50 years. 
Colton said the city had remarkable foresight. In 1964, recognizing the importance of the aircraft, 
the decision was made to save it from certain dismantlement, or destruction.  
But time erodes even the strongest warbirds. KB 882 has felt the effects of outdoor storage. In 
order to save the aircraft for a second time, Edmundston city council made the difficult decision 
to seek out another qualified location for the aircraft’s care and preservation. 

In 2014, the Alberta Aviation Museum (AAM) took on the challenge and began the process to 
stabilize the aircraft from further deterioration. The intention was to move KB 882 to Edmonton, 
AB where it would be fully restored. 

Unfortunately the AAM, under considerable financial challenges, was unable to follow through 
with their plans and returned ownership back to Edmundston in early in 2016. It was at that time 
the Air force Museum became aware of the situation and offered its services to Edmundston to 
complete the restoration. 

Colton said a team of museum and RCAF personnel will be assembled to disassemble the 
Lancaster in Edmundston and transport it to Trenton. 

“It will take a considerable amount of restoration. The skin of the aircraft is in pretty decent shape, 
but the landing gear and engine mounts are slowly deteriorating,” said Colton. 
Colton said the aircraft’s interior also needs extensive work. He expects a full restoration will take 
between three and five years to complete. 

“This aircraft deserves to be displayed inside,” said Colton, noting there’s a possibility the museum 
will fundraise to construct a facility adjacent to the museum. “It deserves a proper home,” he said.  
Museum board chairperson, Maj. Bill March, said the museum is a fitting place to be the “final 
resting place” of KB 882. 

“In war and peace the Lancaster aircraft has been a symbol of a Canada’s resolve to do what needed 
to be done to make the world a safer place. I am delighted that (Edmundston) city council placed 
their faith in the museum to preserve and restore this national treasure,” said March in a statement. 
The Lancaster was built by Victory Aircraft Ltd. in Malton, Ontario. Following the war, KB 882 
returned to Canada and in 1952 it underwent a major overhaul and conversion to air 
reconnaissance, assigned to 408 Squadron at RCAF Station Rockcliffe in 1953. 
The Lancaster proved instrumental in the mapping and charting of Canada’s Arctic, as well as 
performing as an electronic and photographic intelligence gathering platform during the Cold War. 
KB 882 also served over the Atlantic during the Cuban Missile Crisis monitoring and 
photographing Russian trawlers. 
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2nd TACTICAL AIR FORCE COOPERATIONS 
David Poissant

Petrol dripped from self-sealing tanks as Cy, ‘Doc’, ‘Ole’, and Trevor alighted their abused 
Mitchell, G-George. Its windscreen was shattered, hydraulic system shot out and they had come 
to a stop only as the wheels of their battered B-25 sank into the earth of a freshly-filled bomb crater 
near the end of the runway. Ground crew would count 94 flak holes. It was the crew’s last op.

Cyrille Poissant, known as Cy, enlisted in the RCAF on the 4th of June, 1942; his training took a 
quite typical route, beginning with Education upgrade in Edmonton (English, physics and math). 

#3 Manning Depot, Edmonton, AB 27 Aug 42 – 09 Oct 42: where he was selected for aircrew,
outfitted with boots, tunic, fatigue pants, cap, 4 shirts, 2 suits of underwear & socks. He learned 
marching, exercise and whom to salute. 

Then 4 months of Guard Duty at #10 Repair Depot, Calgary, AB 10 Oct 42 – 06 Feb 43. Guard 
duty was a common place holder for trainees until spots in the next training level opened up. It 
was here Cy had his first plane ride – he walked across the field to #3 SFTS, told them he was in 
pilot training and asked for a ride; he got one in a Cessna Crane. 

On to #7 Initial Training School in Saskatoon, SK (07 Feb 43 – 17 Apr 43) for lectures in 
navigation, mathematics, armament and aerodynamics. And more foot drill (marching) & physical 
training. 

#5 Elementary Flight Training School at 
High River, AB 18 Apr 43 – 12 Jun 43:
Flying the Fairchild PT26 Cornell. 

#7 Service Flight Training School, Ft 
MacLeod, AB) 13 Jun 43 – 15 Aug 43: 
Flying Avro Ansons; was awarded his 
wings 01 Oct 43. 

In October 1943 Cy, now a Sergeant Pilot, 
is at Pennfield Ridge, and part of the very
informal BCATP ‘crewing up’ exercise
where all the current classes of Pilots, Observers, Air Gunners and Wireless Operator/Air Gunners 
(WAGs), were put together in a hall and told to form 4-man crews…”if you can’t do it, we’ll do it 
for you and you might not like the result.”

Cy (P), Peter ‘Doc’ Ryan (O), Paul Saumer (AG) and Fred Bing (WAG) found each other in the 
melee and formed a crew. All were sergeants. 

Cy at #7 SFTS    D. Poissant collection 
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L-R: ‘Cy’ Poissant, ‘Doc’ Ryan, Fred Bing, Paul Saumer. No. 34 OTU.  Peter Ryan collection 

Their crew converted to Lockheed Ventura aircraft and over the following 3 months, became 
proficient in bomber crew operation. One of Cy’s memories from this period is the night in January 
when one of the airmen, in return for a nickel from each man in the barracks, slid naked down the 
fire escape in the photo above. He hurried inside for a shower and his bed. 

They crossed the Atlantic aboard ‘Ile de France,’ disembarked at Greenock, Scotland and travelled 
by train to #3 Personnel Reception Centre for Dominion Aircrew at Bournemouth, Hampshire on 
the South Coast of England. They spent another 3 months waiting, with supplementary training, 
before being posted to #13 OTU at Finmere, Buckinghamshire for conversion to B-25 Mitchell 
bombers. 

06 Jul 44 Cy, Pete, Paul and Fred 
were posted to 98 Squadron RAF at 
Dunsfold Surrey. 98 Squadron was 
part of 139 Wing, 2 Group, 2nd 
Tactical Air Force (aka 2nd TAF or 
simply 2 TAF). 

2nd TAF was the ‘SWAT Team’ of 
the Royal Air Force…called upon 
for rapid response to hit hard and 
disrupt German communications, 
transportation systems, military 
targets, troop movements and to 
provide interdiction sorties. 

Dunsfold Aerodrome under construction (01 Oct 42)    RAF Museum photo 
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Formed in June of 1943 from Bomber Command’s 2 Group and Fighter Command’s Army Co-
operation units, 2TAF was equipped with rocket- and bomb-carrying Typhoon, Tempest, Spitfire, 
Mosquito and Mustang fighters and medium bombers in the form of B-25 Mitchells and A-20 
Bostons, both of which replaced outdated Bristol Blenheim bombers. 

The medium bombers first flew operations from England’s RAF airfields at Dunsfold, Surrey; 
Swanton Morley, Norfolk; Hartford Bridge, Hampshire and Foulsham, Norfolk striking at railroad 
marshalling yards, bridges, V-1 ‘buzz-bomb’ sites and V-2 rocket launch sites in Nazi-occupied 
Europe. Many squadrons flew numerous raids on D-Day, 06 June 1944, beginning in the very early 
morning hours, against German defenses in Normandy, preparing the way for Allied troop 
landings. 

Medium bombers comprised six Boston and Mitchell squadrons: 88, 98, 180, 226, 320 (Dutch), 
and 342 (Free French). They frequently worked in concert with 107 & 305 Mosquito Squadrons.  
Crews were of many nationalities: Australian, British, Canadian, Czech, Dutch, French, South 
African and New Zealander. 

      
       88 Squadron          98 Squadron          180 Squadron         226 Squadron       320 Squadron        342 Squadron 

In September 1944 they moved to airfields captured from Nazi forces in Belgium and France to 
operate in closer support of General Montgomery’s 21st Army Group as it advanced through 
Normandy and Northwest Europe. Bombing operations were carried out at all hours; parachute-
equipped flares dropped ahead of the main bombing group illuminated nighttime targets. Mitchells 
and Mosquitos often dropped flares for each other’s nighttime raids against enemy troop and 
supply movements. 
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A little-known part of 2nd TAF was 226 Squadron Special Signals Flight, code-named ‘Ginger 
Flight.’ Co-located with 226 Squadron at Hartford Bridge, their operations began on the night of 
01 June 1944. ‘Ginger Flight’ Mitchell crews were tasked to carry out lone aircraft intelligence-
gathering missions. These solo missions were flown late at night at 20,000 feet, deep in enemy 
territory. Information gathered via radio from French resistance forces on these missions 
frequently resulted in immediate 
tasking of 2TAF fighter-bomber and 
rocket-carrying Typhoons. 

Cy’s crew flew their first op 12 Jul 44. 
As recorded in 98 Squadron 
Operations Records Books: “3 six-
plane boxes lead by W/C Christopher 
Paul successfully attacked fuel dumps 
at Chartres, France at heights varying 
from 9,500 to 13,000 feet. Slight 
inaccurate flak was encountered 6 
miles SW of Dreux.”

Not all operations were so uneventful. 

On 23 Jul 44: 15 aircraft of 98 
Squadron were briefed to attack a 
railway yard at Glos/Montfort. Squadron and first box led by W/C Paul; 2nd box by S/L Paynter; 
3rd box by F/L Brown. Target bombed by G.H. at 1652 hours at 10,000 feet over 10/10 cloud with 
500 lb. bombs. No flak. At the moment of bombing an unusual accident occurred. Aircraft ‘S’ 
piloted by S/L Paynter exploded in mid-air. Missing: S/L Paynter, P/O Dodd, F/O Riley, P/O 
McGregor. Aircraft ‘R’ of F/L Weekes of the same box was set on fire and was last seen diving 
into 10/10 cloud. Missing: F/L Weekes, P/O Mills, Sgt Taylor, Sgt Thomas. Aircraft ‘G’ of F/O 
Berry damaged by the explosion and forced to land in France in the American sector. In the crew 
F/S Ewers, F/O Morin, Sgt Berwick were wounded, the last lost one hand. Aircraft ‘H’ of F/O 
Harris damaged by the explosion and forced to land at Tangmere. In the crew F/S Harnden badly 
wounded in the leg. 

All eight reported as missing were later confirmed killed. 

An investigation determined that S/L Paynter’s armed bomb load was jettisoned, probably due to 
intervalometer problems; some of the bombs had collided and exploded directly below the aircraft. 
That investigation led to the directive that problem bomb loads were to be jettisoned only over the 
channel and away from the main formation. 

On 09 Sep 44, after an attack on German gun positions at Boulogne, Denis Loveridge, Cy’s friend 
from training, had an armed 500-lb bomb hang up. Over the Channel, Denis’ crew were heard 

6-plane box formation.   D. Poissant collection 
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struggling to free the bomb, to the extent of lowering a man into the open bomb bay to hack at the 
release mechanism. Despite all efforts, the bomb would not release. They approached Dunsfold 
Aerodrome and Denis attempted as soft a landing as possible. 

As the Mitchell’s wheels touched, the bomb jolted free and exploded. With a blinding flash and 
the screech of tortured metal, the blazing bomber careered along the runway. The entire crew were 
killed: 

P/O Denis Loveridge (P) 
F/L Bob Logie (O) 
F/S George Churchard (WAG) 
P/O Dave Durling (AG) 

Shards of metal cut into a number of 
ground personnel who had been 
counting bombers as they landed. One 
piece of metal from the explosion 
reached across the airfield to strike 
Fitter Sergeant Albert Jones; gravely 
injured in the chest, he died shortly 
afterwards. 

Cy and crew were landing directly
behind the Loveridge crew; upon the 
explosion, Cy immediately hit full 
throttle, raised gear and flew through the explosion. They and the rest of the squadron circled until 
another runway was cleared to land. 

Almost 70 years later, and shortly before he died, I asked Cy what memories stood out in his mind. 
His answer was immediate: “flying through the explosion of Denis Loveridge’s aircraft; it’s 
incredible we weren’t hit by any shrapnel.”

Many spectacular daytime strikes were carried out by 2 Group bombers during the war; probably 
the most important, and least publicized, was an evening raid on 10 June 44 that became known 
as ‘The Dinner Raid.’ It received no publicity at the time because the intelligence leading to the 
operation had been gathered at Bletchley Park, by ULTRA, and had to remain secret. As a cover, 
it was ‘leaked’ afterwards that the attack was based on information from French Resistance 
confirmed by aerial reconnaissance. 

It was just days after D-Day and Rommel had all but used up his available Panzer tank divisions 
trying to destroy the Allied advance. He pleaded with Hitler to allow him the Panzer Group West 
reserves commanded by General Geyr von Schweppenburg. Hitler agreed. 

The ensuing radio traffic was monitored by the British, and HF/DF (high frequency direction 
finding) bearings located the source as Chateau de la Caine, south west of Caen. The decoded info 

l-r: Denis Loveridge, George Churchard, Bob Logie, Dave Durling 
                                                  D. Poissant collection 
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was relayed to SHAEF Headquarters and early the next morning, 10 Jun 44, 2nd TAF HQ was 
ordered to carry out a strike with maximum effort. The plan was to use rocket-firing Typhoons at 
low-level, with Mitchells bombing from medium height. 

181, 182, 245 & 247 Typhoon Squadrons came to immediate readiness. At the same time 98, 180, 
226 and 320 Mitchell squadrons were also alerted. The force totaled 34 ‘Tiffies’ armed with eight 
60-lb rockets apiece; 8 more flying as fighters with fully-loaded cannon; and 72 Mitchells, each 
with eight 500-lb bombs. 4 Spitfire Squadrons were on stand-by for escort. 

Left: Ground crews loading rocket projectiles onto Hawker Typhoon Mark IB, of No. 247 Squadron.  IWM CL 157        
Right: 180 Squadron Mitchells on perimeter track at Dunsfold Aerodrome.   D. Poissant collection 

The Mitchells of 139 Wing climbed out of Dunsfold, Surrey and set course at 2022 hours, and 
were soon met by 226 Sqn B-25s over Selsey Bill. 33 Spitfires took up high and low escort 
positions. 

General von Dawans and his 18 staff officers were enjoying dinner in the Chateau when air raid 
sirens sounded; they all rushed out to 
watch the proceedings and realized, only 
as the first wave of Typhoons wheeled to 
attack, that they were the target. 17 Tiffies 
loosed off 136 rockets from 2,000 feet. 
Above, at 12,000 feet, the Mitchells 
released 536 @ 500-lb bombs with great 
accuracy, saturating the chateau and entire 
target area at 2115 hours. General von 
Schweppenburg, who had arrived in his 
staff car just as the raid began, was 
wounded; but von Dawans and his entire 
planning staff all perished in the attack. 181 Typhoon Squadron Rocket attack   IWM CL2362 
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The second wave of rocket Typhoons arrived at the smoking ruins and fired their ordinance into 
any remaining outbuildings. The 8 fighter Typhoons shot up the nearby village of Montigny, where 
German NCOs and other ranks were billeted. 

Panzer Group West had ceased to 
exist, a most serious setback for 
the Germans. New staff were 
appointed and preparations for the 
counter attack were delayed by 
three weeks; but it never came to 
be, as the British 7th Armoured 
Division was well ashore and 
heading towards Caen. 

Cy’s first Air Gunner was 
grounded due to nerves after their 
34th operation; George ‘Ole’ 
Olson took his place. Fred Bing 
(WAG) was grounded, thanks to 
sinus problems, and was replaced 

by Trevor Grice RAF, already in his 2nd tour. They completed their tour 25 Nov 44; a raid on the 
Marshalling Yards at Mӧnchengladbach, Germany. Intense accurate heavy flack was encountered 
from Heinsberg on the way back. Their windscreen was shattered and ground crew would count 
94 flak holes in their Mitchell. 

Cy, Pete and George returned, via RAF Dakota, to #3PRC on 03 Dec 44 and were struck off 
strength. Cy and Pete volunteered for a 
2nd tour but were told there were too 
many Canadians who had not yet flown 
operations; BCATP was churning out 
airmen at an ever-increasing rate. 
Trevor Grice continued his second 
RAF tour as a Squadron Gunner; a few 
ops afterward, he was hospitalized with 
a flak hit to his back. 

Pete and George were repatriated to 
Canada. Cy went north to Durham 
County to marry Myra Elgie, a girl to 
whom he had earlier become engaged, 
and brought her home to Canada in 
March of ’45. 

l-r: Ray Park, Peter ‘Doc’ Ryan, John Barlow, Cy Poissant, George ‘Ole’ 
Olsen, Bill Lohr; all from 98 Squadron - Waterloo Train Station, 
London. December ’44.                                                      Peter Ryan collection 

Typhoon attack aftermath    IWM CL 631 
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83 Group Detail
39 Reconnaissance Wing 

168 Squadron – Mustang I 
400 (RCAF) Squadron – Spitfire XI
414 (RCAF) Squadron – Mustang I 
430 (RCAF) Squadron - Mustang I 

121 Wing – Typhoon IB 
174 Squadron 
175 Squadron 
245 Squadron 

122 Wing - Mustang III
19 Squadron 
65 Squadron 
122 Squadron 

124 Wing – Typhoon IB 
181 Squadron 
182 Squadron 
247 Squadron 

125 Wing – Spitfire IX 
132 Squadron 
453 RAAF Squadron 
602 Squadron 

126 Wing – Spitfire IX 
401 RCAF Squadron 
411 RCAF Squadron 
412 RCAF Squadron 

127 Wing – Spitfire IX
403 RCAF Squadron 
416 RCAF Squadron 
421 RCAF Squadron 

129 Wing – Typhoon IB
184 Squadron 

143 Wing – Typhoon IB 
438 RCAF Squadron 
439 RCAF Squadron 
440 RCAF Squadron 

144 Wing – Spitfire IX 
441 RCAF Squadron 
442 RCAF Squadron 
443 RCAF Squadron 

Air Observation Posts – Auster IV 
652 Squadron (Cobhan Field) 
653 Squadron (Penhurst) 
658 Squadron (Collyweston) 
659 Squadron (East Grinstead) 
662 Squadron (Westley) 

84 Group Detail 
35 Reconnaissance Wing 

2 Squadron – Mustang IA 
4 Squadron – Spitfire XI 
268 Squadron – Mustang IA

123 Wing – Typhoon IB
198 Squadron 
609 Squadron 

131 Wing – Spitfire IX
302 (Pol) Squadron 
308 (Pol) Squadron 
317 (Pol) Squadron 

132 Wing – Spitfire IX
66 Squadron 
331 (Nor) Squadron 
332 (Nor) Squadron 

133 Wing – Mustang III 
129 Squadron 
306 (Pol) Squadron 
315 (Pol) Squadron 

134 Wing – Spitfire IX 
310 (Cz) Squadron 
312 (Cz) Squadron 
133 (Cz) Squadron 

135 Wing – Spitfire IX 
222 Squadron 
349 (Belg) Squadron 
485 (RNZAF) Squadron 

136 Wing – Typhoon IB 
164 Squadron 
183 Squadron 

145 Wing – Spitfire IX 
329 (Fr) Squadron 
340 (Fr) Squadron 
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145 Wing cont’d
341 (Fr) Squadron 

146 Wing – Typhoon IB 
193 Squadron 
197 Squadron 
257 Squadron 
266 Squadron 

Air Observation Posts – Auster IV 
660 Squadron (Westhanger Field) 
661 Squadron (Fairchilds) 

85 (Base) Group Detail 
141 Wing 

91 Squadron – Spitfire XIV 
124 Squadron – Spitfire VII 
322 (Dutch) Squadron – Spitfire XIV 

142 Wing – Mosquito XIII 

264 Squadron 
604 Squadron 

147 Wing – Mosquito XIII 
29 Squadron 

148 Wing – Mosquito XIII 
409 (RCAF) Squadron 

149 Wing – Mosquito XIII  
410 (RCAF) Squadron 
488 (RNZAF) Squadron 

150 Wing 
56 Squadron – Spitfire IX 
3 Squadron – Tempest V 
486 (RNZAF) – Tempest V 

34 Reconnaissance Wing 
16 Squadron – Spitfire XI 
140 Squadron – Mosquito IX/XVI 
69 Squadron – Wellington XIII 

2nd TAF IN PHOTOS 

 
Hawker Typhoon pilots of 181 Squadron RAF leave the briefing tent at B.2/Bazenville 

for a sortie over the Normandy battlefield   (IWM CL 175) 
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Left: Two 98 Squadron Mitchells (Sneezy in foreground) drop sticks of bombs on a German strongpoint at 
Heveadorp, near Arnhem.  (IWM CL2397)     Right: Watched by her sisters, Rachelle has her legs bandaged by 

LAC H.P. Treasure at a clinic set up for French mothers & children by 121 Wing   (IWM CL541) 
 

 
NAA Mustang MkI serial AM104, of 268 Squadron, on the ground at Odiham after a sortie over 
 Roen. F/O A.R. Hill of Norwich was hit by AA while attacking canal barges. It was repaired, flew 

with 414 & 430 Squadrons,  flak damaged again 21 Oct 44 near Venlo and written off. (IWM CH 10679) 
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88 Squadron A-20 Boston IVs from B.50 Vitry-en-Artois dropping 500 lb MC bombs 

over enemy gun positions near Isselberg, Germany.  (IWM CL 2357) 
 

      
Left: Camouflaged Mobile Control Tower at Appledram, Sussex. The officer with binoculars is P/O Harry James, a 
well-known dance band leader before the war.  (IWM CH 18721)   Right: Air Chief Commandant Lady E.M.E. Welsh, 
Director of the WAAF, talking with Leading Aircraftwoman Marjorie Nixon in the Sorting Room of the 2nd TAF 
Photographic Negative Library at Keerbergen, during her visit to the WAAF in Belgium.  (IWM CL 2125) 
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Left: Operation JERICHO: raid by 18 De Havilland Mosquito FB Mark VIs of No. 140 Wing, No. 2 Group, to free 
resistance members awaiting execution in Amiens Jail, France. Here, Mosquitos of No. 487 Squadron RNZAF clear the 
target at low level as the first 500-lb bombs detonate near the south wall of the prison. (IWM C 4732)   Right: Night 
reconnaissance photo showing German field guns being towed eastward near Louisenburg.  (IWM CL 1855) 
 
 
 

     
Left: daylight precision attack by 6 De Havilland Mosquitos of No. 613 Squadron RAF on the Dutch Population Central 
Registry in Scheveningsche Wegg, The Hague, which held Gestapo documentation on Dutch resistance members. The 
raid destroyed the building without loss of any Dutch lives. (IWM C 4320)   Right: Buildings and sidings being hit during 
a daylight bombing raid by 10 Douglas Bostons of No. 342 (Free French) Squadron RAF on the marshalling yards at 
Serqueux, France.  (IWM C 3789) 
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The Supreme Commander of the Allied 
Expeditionary Force, General Dwight D 
Eisenhower, accompanied by senior Army 
and RAF officers, examines a Hawker 
Typhoon Mark IB of No. 609 Squadron RAF 
during a tour of inspection of No. 123 Wing 
at B77/Gilze-Rijen, Holland.  (IWM B 12269) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

North American Mustang Mark IIIs of No. 
129 Squadron RAF, loaded with a 250-lb MC 
bomb under each wing, lined up at Coolham, 
Sussex.   (IWM photo) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supermarine Spitfire Mk XIV, RN119 'AE-J', 
of No 402 Squadron RCAF, at a dispersal 
surfaced with pierced steel planks (PSP) at 
B88/Heesch, Holland. RN119 also served 
with No. 412 Squadron RCAF, and in the 
post-war years with the Belgian Air Force.   
(IWM photo) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hawker Typhoon IB, MN627 ‘SF-N’ of 137 Squadron RAF undergoes engine maintenance 
outside a hangar elaborately disguised as domestic buildings by the former German 
occupants. Aerodrome B.58 Melsbroek, Belgium.     (IWM CL 3980) 

Road & rail bridge across the ljessel at Zutphen, 
Holland is blanketed by bombs by medium bombers 
of 2 Group RAF     (IWM C 4714) 




